PROGRAM
MEGA SUNDAY AFTERNOON

PECHANGA BINGO

Sales: 11:30AM
Star-T Ups: 1:00PM
Early Birds: 1:30PM
Regular Session: 2:00PM

PACKAGES & ADD-ONS

ELECTRONIC BUY-IN $95
108 CARDS
Six Pechanga P
Six Bonanza
Six Super Jackpot
Seven Pechanga Pick 8
Five Progressive MPBingo® Jackpots
Hotball

ELECTRONIC BUY-IN $80
84 CARDS
Four Pechanga P
Four Bonanza
Four Super Jackpot
Four Pechanga Pick 8
Five Progressive MPBingo® Jackpots
Hotball

ELECTRONIC BUY-IN $65
60 CARDS
Two Pechanga P
Two Bonanza
Two Super Jackpot
Two Pechanga Pick 8
Five Progressive MPBingo® Jackpots
Hotball

PAPER BUY-IN $25
6 CARDS
One Pechanga P
One Bonanza
One Super Jackpot
One Pechanga Pick 8
Five Progressive MPBingo® Jackpots
Hotball

BOOSTER PACKAGE $17
ELECTRONIC OR PAPER
Three Pechanga P
Three Bonanza
Three Super Jackpot
Seven Pechanga Pick 8

ADD-ONS $17
ELECTRONIC OR PAPER
Star-T Ups 4on: $3
Early Birds 3on: $5
Additional 6on: $7
Pechanga P 3on: $12
Bonanza 1on: $11
Super Jackpot 3on: $12
Pechanga Pick 8: $1 or 7 for $5
High Speed 1on: paper only $3
Pot of Gold: $5 or 3 for $12

MANAGER’S SPECIAL
REGULAR GAME BOOSTER PACKS
36 Cards per Regular Game = $20
$22 Savings
72 Cards per Regular Game = $30
$54 Savings
108 Cards per Regular Game = $40
$86 Savings
MEGA SUNDAY AFTERNOON

STAR-T UPS 4-ONS

1. SMALL CRAZY ARROW
   Pink
   PRIZE: $100

2. HARDWAY BINGO
   Orange
   PRIZE: $100

3. CRAZY SIX PACK
   Blue
   PRIZE: $100

4. REGULAR BINGO
   Green (no corners)
   PRIZE: $100

5. CORNER STAMP & LINE
   Yellow (no overlap)
   PRIZE: $100

EARLY BIRDS 3-ONS

6. DOUBLE BINGO
   Green Tint (outside corners ok)
   PRIZE: $200

7. SMALL CRAZY KITE
   Pink Tint
   PRIZE: $200

8. TWO CRAZY STAMPS
   Brown Tint (no overlap)
   PRIZE: $200

9. CRAZY BASEBALL DIAMOND
   Purple Tint
   PRIZE: $200

10. 5 AROUND THE CORNER
    Orange Tint
    PRIZE: $200

REGULAR SESSION GAMES

11. CRAZY T OR L
    Blue
    PRIZE: $1,199

12. CHAMPAGNE GLASS*
    Orange
    PRIZE: $1,199

13. SMALL CROSS & DIAGONAL
    Green
    PRIZE: $1,199

14. HARDWAY 8 PACK
    Yellow
    PRIZE: $1,199

15. DOUBLE X*
    Pink
    PRIZE: $1,199

16. PECHANGA P*
    Black
    35#'s or less: Progressive Jackpot
    Consolation Prize: $750

17. 1 EASYWAY & 1 HARDWAY
    Gray (overlap ok)
    PRIZE: $1,199

INTERMISSION (10 minutes)

18. LUCKY 7*
    Olive
    PRIZE: $1,199

19. BONANZA COVERALL
    Red
    ($1 for a 1-on, Trade-ins available)
    47#'s or less: Progressive
    48#’s: $1,199
    49#’s: $1,000
    50#’s or more: $750 consolation

20. SHOPPING CART*
    Brown
    PRIZE: $1,199

21. SUPER JACKPOT
    Top Middle Bottom*
    Purple ($2 for a 3-on)
    35#’s or less: Progressive Jackpot
    Consolation Prize: $750

22. ROTATING BRACKET
    Red
    PRIZE: $1,199

23. PECHANGA PICK 8
    Match 3 in 3#’s
    Progressive
    Frame in 20#’s or less
    Progressive
    Coverall in 50#’s or less
    Progressive
    Consolation Prize All 4 Games: $1,000

24. SMALL FRAME
    & Opposite Corners
    Purple
    PRIZE: $1,199

25. REGULAR BINGO
    (no corners)
    Game 25 - S. Blue: $100
    Game 26 - S. Orange: $100
    Game 27 - S. Green: $100
    Game 28 - S. Yellow: $100
    Game 29 - S. Pink: $100

*game patterns as shown